
It’s lunchtime at Facebook. At the company’s almost-completed Epic
Café in Menlo Park, California, employees queue up on the dot of 12
for today’s hot lunch: Greek themed, with beet-dyed rice,
spanakopita, kale, plus a choice of chicken or lamb. (There’s always
chicken, one employee tells me, “ they just change the spices.”) As
soon as the line backs up to the plate station, another spur is opened,
a manager running the show with a Trader Joe’s level of efficiency.
On the pre-scuffed wooden floor under our feet, a black-painted
diagram of a circuit  board. On the walls, wheat-pasted pages from
vintage cookbooks (if the 1970s are included in your idea of
“vintage”). Around the edges, other food options: Panini presses,
salad bar, what will be a sushi station (meantime, Facebook’s sushi
chef has been paying midday visits to the campus’s already-renovated
buildings), professional-grade espresso machines and local favourite
Philz Coffee.

The chatter soon rises to the level of din, bouncing off the hard
surfaces. The floor plan may be reminiscent of a school canteen, but
the look and cuisine are not. Designed by Roman and Williams, the
partners behind the look of the Ace Hotel New York, particularly its
popular drop-in lobby, the cafeteria has a dark, recycled-industrial
palette of materials, evoking the holy (for Silicon Valley) garage.
Black-painted pipes frame room dividers and act as legs for the
serving tables. Lines of picnic tables with thick varnished tops march
down one aisle. Another line of tables is stencilled with oversize
numbers; to these one pulls up a modern schoolroom chair. Over by
the coffee, a few soft surfaces: square sofas that encircle low tables,
like banquettes at a bar. On a warm day — it’s 65 degrees and sunny
on January 10 — many of the walls can be opened to the still-under-
construction and open-air central spine of the campus. Garage doors 
fitted with Plexiglas panels will simply roll up, disgorging diners onto
this private main street.
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“Our previous offices were in downtown Palo Alto, and we had to
move through the city and interact with it ,” says Everett  Katigbak,
communications designer at Facebook who has worked with architects
Gensler on the renovation. “A lot of us became accustomed to that
working environment. Going from one building, grabbing a coffee,
going to a meeting became natural. We wanted to create flow through
the campus. Let’s energise this courtyard and make it  a
thoroughfare.”

The social media company, which currently has more than 2000
employees and announced its $5 billion IPO in early 2012, plans to
slice holes into the ground floors of all the buildings, fit t ing them with
“retail” stores. “The idea is it  should feel like walking through
downtown Palo Alto,” says Slater Tow, of Facebook’s corporate
communications department. “There will be awnings, and we will
create storefronts and scene-scapes in front of the buildings. Some of
the brands will be real, some will be Facebook done.” In a conference
room devoted to campus planning, one wall is covered in vision
boards for these buildings and an as-yet-undeveloped General Motors
site across the road. I see the Getty Center, TWA-inspired airport -
tunnels, “ interactive furniture” and many, many Disney Main Streets,
daytime and night. Tow says a team of designers from Disney came in
to offer advice on how Facebook should make its new outdoor
connectors.

Along with the coffee shop, there will be a bike shop, an on-site
doctor, a gym with personal trainers, a BBQ shack and a pizza stand.
Already, the company’s IT  department has a service window adjacent
to a new roll-up door. On a warm day, you’ll be able to hang out on a
sofa playing video games in the fresh air while your laptop is getting
serviced … and still call it  work.
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As others have pointed out, with their fit ted plaid shirts and soft
shoes, the Facebook employee and the Ace guest share a similar style
and demographic. Both need good coffee and everywhere, anytime
wifi. But where the real Ace on West 29th Street has become a
favoured meeting place and drop-in spot for all comers, on this high
street there’s a single payer. All the food is free, and all your potential
new friends are from Facebook.

* * *

On Tuesday, June 6, 2011 the late Steve Jobs unveiled Apple’s latest
seamless, white, glowing product before the Cupertino City Council:
the company’s new headquarters, a circular, glass-walled building
intended to house 12,000 employees. “It’s a lit t le like a spaceship
landed,” Jobs said. And the blurry, sun struck renderings did indeed
remind me of early Steven Spielberg movies like Close Encounter of
the Third Kind.

But after marvelling at the idea of an endless corridor of offices,
and speculating on Twitter about which firm could handle all that
curved glass, I realised Apple’s ring reminded me of something else.
And it  wasn’t the future. It  was 1957.

As I wrote on the Design Observer blog on June 2011, that was
the year Skidmore, Owings & Merrill completed the Connecticut
General Life Insurance Headquarters in Bloomfield, a suburb of
Hartford. Sure, it  was a box rather than a ring, but the concept is
strikingly similar: an inward-looking, hermetic, heterotopic corporate
world. An architecturally distinguished, technologically advanced
retreat from the city, one complete enough to include its own
grounds, its own restaurant, its own artworks, its own store, its own
bowling alley and its own clubs. Employees weaned from urban life by
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recreating its social qualities outside the city. Silicon Valley’s post-war
architecture begins, in some histories, with a contemporary and
visually similar version of Connecticut General: IBM’s Building 25 in
San Jose, designed by architect John Bolles.

But while the products of Silicon Valley are endlessly discussed, the
urbanism rarely has been. In fact, when I criticised the Apple donut as
backward-looking in that blog post, many local commenters shrugged.
All tech campuses are inward looking. There’s no city to turn one’s
back on. Apple is merely improving on the norm, as it  has for so
many of its products. You have to see it to believe it, they said.

Christopher Hawthorne, architecture critic for the Los Angeles
Times, continued the retrospective theme in a column on September
10, 2011:

In its dedication to the existing corporate landscape of Silicon
Valley, the planned Apple headquarters is a classic example of
what Louise A. Mozingo, in a book due out next month from
MIT Press, calls “pastoral capitalism.”
The rise of the corporate estate, she writes, also reflected the
Jeffersonian mores of a nation that from its earliest decades loved
“to turn its back on cities and stake a claim on the suburban
pastoral idyll — isolated, proprietary, verdant, and disengaged
from civic space.” Those adjectives, of course, perfectly describe
the planned Apple headquarters.

When Silicon Valley was young, its entrepreneurs moved from their
start-up garages to low-lying “campuses,” initially seeded by actual
universities at places like Stanford Research Park. Mozingo defines
the corporate campus, as developed in the 1940s, as office and lab
facilit ies around a central green space, surrounded by parking.
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Modelled on colleges, these buildings were intended for corporate
research only, and to attract scientists and engineers from academia
by moving their offices out of industrial environments, thus giving
them separate status. Set in suburban locations, to have to leave
campus for lunch would have been too much of a break, even if there
were any local restaurants to patronise. But some mental rest was
required during the long working day. When IBM built  its Los Gatos
research facility in the mid-1960s, the exterior was clad in redwood
and the courtyards landscaped by Lawrence Halprin. Mozingo quotes
IBM executives at the time saying, “pauses are as important as the
working periods … the opportunity for frequent respites by glancing
at outdoor vistas is in accord with modern psychological theory on
the nature of efficiency.” This model persisted into the 1990s: as
companies prospered, they built  new, inward-facing campuses,
complexes of loosely-linked buildings that typically included on-site
food and a landscaped view. Where Facebook is building Main Street,
Sun (built  in 1999) had a garden with clipped hedges and untrodden
grass.

But what I noticed in Silicon Valley in 2012 was that most of
Apple’s compatriots weren’t turning their back on cities, not
intellectually. As at Connecticut General, they seemed to be trying to
recreate them — but within their virtual security rings. Where once
the capitalist  ideal was pastoral, today it  has become urbanised. Status
accrues to urban brands, and the more sustainable urban lifestyle, even
within northern California’s highway-scaled grid.

A few examples of the urbanophilic rhetoric. At the
announcement of their move to Sun, Facebook said they wanted “an
‘urban street’ feel.” In a November 2011 article by Andrew Blum in
Metropolis, Primo Orpilla, partner in Studio O+A, designer of the
previous Facebook offices, as well as workplaces for AOL, Square,
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Dreamhost and many others, referred to the communal spaces so
important in the contemporary office as “ town halls.”

“It should be a scene,” Orpilla says, pointing to the lobby of the
Ace Hotel in New York as an example of his goal. “Most of the
time we leave it  as a place to gather, play games, and eat—like
the food court at a retail mall. You want that activity, that vibe.
You certainly don’t want it  to be empty.”

All the food locations at Google are referred to as “cafés”, rather
than the more corporate “cafeterias”. Facebook’s BBQ shack suggests
all the pop-up fun of a metropolitan food truck. In Gensler ’s plan for
Nokia’s offices in Sunnyvale, California, the work groups are
organised into “neighbourhoods”.

It’s been 47 years since architect Charles W. Moore drove around
southern California looking for signs of public life. His conclusion was
that it  was easiest to find at Disneyland in Anaheim, where the price
of admission to a clean, well-lighted Main Street is quoted at the
entrance kiosk. Los Angelenos have preferred to create private
domestic islands rather than shared public spaces, he writes, leaving
no collective sense of centre. The same might be said for Silicon
Valley in 2012. These companies are islands, and their main street
shops accessible only with a corporate badge.

On my trip to the Bay Area I regarded myself as a tourist  and a
spatial anthropologist, travelling to a potentially new urban form, the
dot-com city, with a list  of questions. I made stops at Apple,
Facebook and Google, as well as a couple of planned San Francisco
alternatives. What is it  that the tech companies see in the city, and,
seeing those qualities, why don’t they move there? Which elements
do they repatriate to the suburbs and which do they leave behind?
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What happens to the real city, and the real suburbs, when a
corporation provides all the comforts of home?

I found it  to be true, as my West Coast critics said, that there was
no point in Apple moving “downtown.” I got lost looking for the
centre of Cupertino, and downtown Sunnyvale was a set of malls
separated by multi-lane roads. But what does it  mean for a town, a
downtown, or even the mall food court, when Facebook builds its
own? Can these companies, as they occupy more and more space,
continue to offer amenities to their employees, and taxes to the rest?
Hawthorne quotes from Mozingo’s conclusion, which offers a dark
view of the effect on the employee and the public sphere. “If all you
see in your workday are your co-workers and all you see out your
window is the green perimeter of your carefully tended property,” she
writes, “ the notion of a shared responsibility in the collective
metropolitan realm is predictably distant.”

Finally, the most basic of questions, unanswered by the heroising
slideshows found on tech blogs: What does Apple look like?

* * *

The answer to What do tech companies see in the city? turned out to
be one of the easiest to find. Laura Crescimano, a designer and
researcher at Gensler, suggests one major reason in her January 2012
article in The Urbanist, “The Not-So-Corporate Campus.” Over the
past ten years, the office has shrunk. The average square footage per
employee has gone from 350 to 500 down to 150 to 250. That
means offices are now workstations, cubicles are now desks. While
this move increases the number of employees that can fit  in a given
building (and Facebook plans to put 6,600 employees in space that
originally fit  3,400) it  also increases the amount of shared space.
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“This new sort of workplace arises from a drive toward a kind of
productivity that prioritises that generative potential of culture,”
Crescimano writes.

The reasons for a company to invest in an experience-focused
workplace are self-reinforcing: Doing so will attract talent, breed
loyalty, encourage employees to spend more time at the office
and therefore increase productivity … The link between
productivity and experience expands the single-use office into an
urban-style mixed-use place. While it  is “urban” in effect, it  does
not necessarily require an urban setting.

The tech companies of Silicon Valley want spatial variety,
“walkability”, chance encounters, creativity, but they need it  (or
think they need it) in a controlled, secure environment. They use the
rhetoric of city planning — town squares and main streets,
neighbourhoods and cafés, community gardens and food trucks — but
at the back of it  is literally a single chef (in Facebook’s case, Josef
Desimone, formerly of Google), ordering the supplies for sushi and
spanakopita, cheese for the pizza window and pork for the BBQ
shack. Why do they think they need it? No one could point me to
data. But the germ is the commonly-held idea, the buzzword each
campus designer repeated to me as if it  were brand new: serendipity.

As Ian Leslie wrote in the January/February 2012 issue of
Intelligent Life, in an essay tit led “In Search of Serendipity”:

When the internet was new, its early enthusiasts hoped it  would
emulate the greatest serendipity machine ever invented: the city.
The modern metropolis, as it  arose in the 19th century, was also
an attempt to organise an exponential increase, this one in
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population. Artists and writers saw it  as a giant playground of
discovery, teeming with surprise encounters. The flâneur was
born: one who wanders the streets with purpose, but without a
map. 
… some of our most serendipitous spaces are under threat from
the internet. Wander into a bookshop in search of something to
read: the book jackets shimmer on the table, the spines flirt  with
you from the shelves. You can pick them up and allow their pages
to caress your hands. You may not find the book you wanted, but
you will walk out with three you didn’t.
… serendipity, on the other hand, is, as Zuckerman says,
“necessarily inefficient”. It  is a fragile quality, vulnerable to our
desire for convenience and speed. It  also requires a kind of
planned vagueness. Digital systems don’t do vagueness very well,
and our patience with it  seems to be fading.

If digital systems don’t do serendipity well, the physical sites in which
they are being created do — or so the founders hope. The ideas that
created these companies came from serendipitous encounters on
campuses, in cities, even at the company cafés (Gmail being a case in
point). The food and the gyms, the community gardens and the bike
shops are to keep people from following the rat path of car, cubicle,
home, to get them up and out and about, geniuses from different fields
queuing and perching and lounging and walking both inside and
outdoors. And innovating.

Consider Bohlin Cywinski Jackson’s headquarters for Steve Jobs’s
other company, Pixar. As described in Jonah Lehrer ’s analysis of “ the
brainstorming myth” in the January 30, 2012 issue of the New Yorker
(as is typical, the architects went uncredited):
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[Jobs] had the building arranged around a central atrium, so that
Pixar ’s diverse staff of artists, writers, and computer scientists
would run into each other more often.
… Jobs soon realized that it  wasn’t enough to simply create an
airy atrium; he needed to force people to go there. He began with
the mailboxes, which he shifted to the lobby. Then he moved the
meeting rooms to the centre of the building, followed by the
cafeteria, the coffee bar, and the gift  shop.

Or as John Igoe, Director of Real Estate, Design and Construction for
Google in Northern California, said at a panel at SPUR on January 11,
“Most engineers are introverts, and everyone has to figure out how
they work on a team.” The first  principle, for Google and its
competitors for talent, is “you better be there. We don’t want you
working from home. There’s a role for everyone, and you better
figure out a way to fit  in the team.”

Katigbak put it  differently (and the difference between Facebook
and Google might be encapsulated in band v. team): “It’s like a band.
I like this sort of band, I dress this sort of way, and everyone
gravitates toward that. We hire people who are a good cultural fit , so
it  is just natural that we have the same interests, the same
mannerisms.”

Indeed, culture was one of the primary themes of my
conversation with Katigbak. When Sun Microsystems built  the
campus, executives favoured a brick-hued, stucco-walled aesthetic
most often seen on Napa vineyard tours. Each building housed a single
department, with private offices ringing the outside walls, and a
formal garden promenading down the picturesquely canted court. But
for the stucco, and a greater comfort with oblique angles, it  could
have been 1965. You could park your car and enter your building,
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spend the day in your private office, and see only a handful of people,
travel some hundred steps. It  was a McMansion of office parks,
complete with a grand driveway on axis at the end of busy Willow
Road.

The size and location, midway between San Francisco, Oakland
and San Jose, were right for Facebook, but lit t le else. All of their
design moves seem designed to subvert the pomposity of the
architecture and bring something real — urbanism, industry, variety,
taste — on campus. At Facebook they refer to their overall style as
“hacker chic,” they celebrated the move to the campus with a
“hackathon,” and in front of their large blue sign (a giant “Like”
hand), the word “hack” was spelled out in two-by-fours. To me, it
looked junky, but to them it  clearly looks like innovation. In a letter
to potential investors in the initial public offering, Zuckerberg defines
the “hacker way” as building things quickly and “testing the
boundaries of what can be done.”

That manifests itself as a lot of raw materials, and a lot of
personalisation. It  is their culture that caused them to tear out the
insides of Sun’s buildings, reducing those cellular and orthogonal rows,
the drywall and carpet and acoustic ceiling tile, to rubble. There’s
something a lit t le perverse about all that destruction, particularly
given Facebook’s sustainability agenda (in the visitor parking lot, two
slots are reserved for electric car charging; fifty percent of the
workforce currently uses the company’s shuttles; Main Street may
include a Freecycle-esque “store”). One can’t help but think, would it
not have been greener to live and let live, deconstructing the cubicle
via entropy, or repurposing them in less hierarchical ways?
Productivity concerns meant they couldn’t wait that long.

“When you enter you become immersed in the culture that is
Facebook,” Katigbak says, “but from the outside you would just think
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it  was another Silicon Valley campus. We don’t want to make it  like a
theme park. You rarely see any logotypes or things branded Facebook
blue. It’s a residential approach. You are going into the office but it  is
an extension of where you are comfortable working. A lot of people
like to work in cafés, coffee shops, studios. We want a variety of
work environments here.” In that sense, physical Facebook resembles
the Facebook the rest of us know, always open and ready to be
updated. Where online you post vacation photos, the Facebook
international group identifies themselves with ceiling-hung flags.
Where online you brag about your second-place ultimate Frisbee
trophy, at Facebook you park it  on your desk.

As a simultaneously symbolic and actual sign of thrift , Facebook’s
designers did save the doors, thousands of them, and repurposed them
as the entrances to conference rooms, bathrooms, phone booths.
Some of the glass bears the defunct Sun mark at eye-level, a warning
both about walking into walls and, perhaps, about the need to brand
everything. The backwards Sun logos fit  the overall anti-aesthetic
aesthetic: the concrete floor slabs are bared, and show the marks of all
those disappeared walls; big HVAC pipes snake overheard, clad in
silver insulation; walls are covered in chalkboard paint or sections of
whiteboard; steel columns interrupt the new drywall wherever they
occur.

Break-out spaces, the hipster offspring of the conference room,
without walls, and with better furniture, pop up everywhere off the
main corridor. The furniture is IKEA, CB2 (Crate & Barrel’s younger,
citron-loving cousin), with a few more expensive offerings from the
midcentury reissues at Design Within Reach. Someone has made a
DIY panel out of climbing rope, to which papers can be clipped.
Desks are minimal, 30 square feet per person, and ganged together in
long rows adjacent to the windows. The workers choice is not space,
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but mode: everyone I talked to seemed to be experimenting with the
standing desk, and a few private cubicles had been set aside for those
who want to work on the treadmill. Conference rooms’ names were a
group project, mash-ups of Star Wars and cocktails, those categories
also voted on by all the employees. In case it’s not obvious where Jar
Jar Drinks might lie in the floor plan, flatscreens are mounted at
major intersections that allow you to look up a conference room and
its bookings, or the location of any employee. There’s a digital
method to the madness: the naming contest was, of course, conducted
via online vote. More than anything else, the office looks like the
semi-finished and unrealistically large downtown lofts inhabited by
twenty-something males in American sitcoms: good bones, top-notch
tech, but needs a girlfriend’s touch. Hacker chic is about right.

All of these elements: the open desks, the break-out spaces, the
glass conference rooms and the necessary private phone booths, have
been around. Facebook’s version is cheaper and less aestheticised
than, say, Bloomberg LP’s New York offices (by STUDIOS
Architecture), but the building blocks are the same. Facebook’s
advance is in making clear what is latent in other campuses: that the
company really wants work to be your home, and its campus to be
your hometown.

What can’t you get at the Facebook office? You can get three
meals a day, plus unlimited snacks and headphones. Dry-cleaning and
clothing repairs. A doctor and a dentist  and a personal trainer. There
will be an outdoor amphitheatre with a projection screen for major
televised events. There will be bike paths around the campus, set at
the edge of a large protected salt  marsh. You can get your favourite
coffee on the corner.

The fact that Facebook is hollowing out and cutting into just the
interior of the campus points to another observation I made about
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Silicon Valley. Rarely have I seen so many buildings and so lit t le
architecture. The exteriors of these corporate headquarters are
regarded as unimportant, left  the same from owner to owner. It’s not
worth it  to Facebook to change the façade, because their home page is
far more important. At Google, there’s no knowing what colourful
delights you might find behind a beige-and-tinted glass front from 20
years ago. Even Apple’s ring will, for the passerby, be only a glimmer
in the woods. The public life, from an aesthetic point of view, is
aggressively banal.

* * *

Of course, you can have all these amenities in your San Francisco
neighbourhood too, and not have to pay their rent. So why not the
real thing? In San Francisco, dot-com businesses like Twitter and
Zynga and Square have chosen open horizontal spaces and historic
architectural shells, proximity to food trucks and galleries and cult
coffee. But these companies are generally smaller than those in the
south bay. Cloud computing company Salesforce, which has plans to
grow to 8,000 employees, recently announced plans to build a brand
new “campus” in San Francisco, albeit  in a slightly ersatz
neighbourhood called Mission Bay. Their campus will have real streets
and public programmes on the ground floor, no cafeteria but curated
restaurants and retail at  which employees and the public can both buy.
Its central open-air open space will be called the “Town Square,” and
lead to the public waterfront.1
In late February 2012, Salesforce put its Mission Bay campus on hold,
saying the company’s rapid growth could not wait for new
construction. They plan to lease existing office space in downtown
San Francisco instead.
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In Crescimano’s article, she describes Salesforce’s plan as being
different from the suburban campuses by virtue of having no single
gated campus entry, but few of them do. And I wonder how much of
the “public”, except for the University of California San Francisco
employees that work in the other new buildings, Salesforcians will
encounter. On a recent sunny morning in Mission Bay, I could have
counted the members of the public on the streets on my fingers and
toes. It  reminded me strongly of New Urbanist towns, clean and
pretty and empty, streets slightly too wide, porticos slightly too tall,
but thankfully without the historicist  details. Because of its urban
location, Salesforce will have to have exterior architecture: they hired
Mexico City-based Legorreta + Legorreta to apply their bright
colours and cubic cutouts to the campus, as they have to the nearby
UCSF student centre. Anywhere else, it  might be too much, but
Mission Bay needs punctuation.

The reason why these companies opt for the suburbs, besides
familiarity and space, is security. Square, despite being headquartered
by choice on a floor in the San Francisco Chronicle Building shared
with other start-ups, presents a blank, drywall face to its immediate
neighbours. Inside, as Nick Bilton recently wrote on the New York
Times Bits blog:

The headquarters of the start-up Square would be the absolute
worst place to play hide-and-seek. There are no offices.
Executives sit  in open cubicles. All of the conference rooms, large
and small, are surrounded by walls of clear glass. The only real
place to hide, thankfully, would be the toilet.

He writes as if this is unusual, but the same could be written of
Facebook, Nokia, and many others. Transparency in Silicon Valley is
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as trendy as it  is immaterial. The new generation of international
embassies are transparent, but their glass is bulletproof and set back
behind buffer zones of grass and stone. When the first  modern glass
embassies were built  their transparency symbolised access. If you have
to stand 200 feet away at all t imes, the glass might as well be stone.
At Square, all the employees (but not the general public) can see who
Jack Dorsey is meeting with, but since they can’t hear him, or see his
screen, they don’t really have extra knowledge. I spent my ten
minutes in the Facebook reception area with four people who turned
out to be having an entirely silent, laptop-focused meeting. I didn’t
realise they knew each other until one looked up and said, Should I
friend you on Skype? They didn’t even need glass to hide.

Katigbak says that Facebook needed to be on a single campus so
that individual departments didn’t get siloed, as they had in their
separate Palo Alto buildings, while they are “still iterating the
product.” Even the company’s private shuttle buses, which carry half
of the company’s employees north and south to work each day, are
claimed as a necessary security measure. “Even taking the train to
work, if you take out something you are working on the train, the
next day you will see it  on a blog,” he said. And yet the most famous
Silicon Valley security breach, the iPhone 4 lost by an Apple software
engineer at a bar and eventually sold to tech blog Gizmodo, was left
behind in a Redwood City beer garden.

Perhaps to prevent such drunken slip-ups Facebook has moved its
own indoor sports bar, the Shady Lady, from site to site, and Google
offers Friday evening drinks with the founders. There’s nothing, even
beer goggles, you shouldn’t be able to find on campus. And the
difference between walking down Main Street and “main street” isn’t
always clear. Technology allows today’s indoor-outdoor campuses to
be spatially porous while remaining intellectually secure. In most
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cases, anyone can walk through, sit  on a bench, park in the lot, shop
at the company store, bike the paths. There is no gatehouse in
Cupertino or Mountain View or Menlo Park, and no one asks for your
identification. But are you really there?

* * *

To get to Apple one drives down De Anza Boulevard, and past a short
survey of California commercial architecture: redwood-sided dentist
offices, concrete shell Laundromats like mini-Lincoln Centers, new
big box stores and old malls retrofitted with Chinese businesses and
signs. The pale gray Apple signage, when it  starts up with blue and
gold fruit  on either side of the road, acts as a palate cleanser. Suddenly,
other businesses disappear (except for BJ’s Brewhouse, an “off-
campus” escape popular during the World Cup): we’re in Applevale. I
parked in the visitor lot and spent an hour circling the outside of a
few of Apple’s current Cupertino buildings on foot, making my way
all the way around. I saw Apple employees playing basketball, eating
lunch in a fenced courtyard landscaped with marsh grass, and moving
between the buildings. No one spoke to me, despite my stalkerish
behaviour, and I might even have been able to get past a layer of
glassy security because several employees had the good manners to
hold the door. The only sign of Apple, off the boulevard, was on the
lampposts, which informed you (in the company’s signature Myriad
font) that smoking was not allowed, even outdoors.

On Infinite Loop, the company’s power centre resides in six
buildings in stentorian atrium modern, each one split  down the middle
by a multi-storey, skylit  passage leading to a shared courtyard. They
look separate, and as such conform to the common height and bulk of
their neighbours, built  by other companies but bought up by Apple. In
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